The increase in hydraulic impacts from Pre-Project to Post-Project conditions were generally
small in most locations in the model, while higher impacts were observed near the flow split
between the Truckee River and the east diversion channel (see Figure A-1 in Appendix A) just
downstream of the State Route 427 near the Wadsworth mobile home park. Maximum depth
and velocity results in the Post-Project conditions were generally less than 2.5 feet and 2.5 ft/s
near structures respectively. Multiplying the maximum depth and velocity results near
structures generally resulted in values less than seven ft2/s, corresponding to a relatively low
hazard potential.
The purpose of the east diversion channel is likely related to irrigation and/or mining. It does
not appear that it was intended for flood control. The east diversion channel floods when it is
overloaded from flooding on the right overbank of the Truckee River.
Bridge Street Bridge (see Figure A-1) was identified to have the most interaction with high flows
in each modeled scenario. The location of the bridge is in the same general area where the
highest relative increase in hydraulic impacts were observed. Pressure flow computations were
utilized in the study for the bridge. A sensitivity analysis was not completed for the presence,
removal, or raise of Bridge Street Bridge. Further study may be warranted to isolate the level of
impact associated with the interaction of high flows with the low chord of the bridge.
The Highway 427 Bridge transitioned to fully submerged flow and results in an increased
backwater effect in the Post-Project condition. The fully submerged flow through the bridge
and associated increase in backwater effects appear to have a minimal impact on upstream
structures, however may be a risk to the bridge and may warrant separate studies to evaluate
the risk to the bridge.
The road is overtopped and the Cemex-Paiute Pit (“Pit”) is partially inundated in both PreProject and Post-Project conditions. An increase in depth of water in the Pit is observed in PostProject conditions (see Sheet 4 and Sheet 5 of Appendix D). Flood stages along the east
diversion channel are elevated in the Post-Project condition longer than in the Pre-Project
condition, so volume of ponding in the Pit is increased with no outlet in the deepest areas of
the Pit. The Cemex-Paiute east-west road alignment is graded towards the Pit, allowing flow to
enter the Pit. The profile of the roadway appears to result in concentrated flow and
overtopping. Raising/re-grading the roadway and berm along the Pit perimeter could mitigate
Project impacts, as well as reduce or eliminate the presence of water in the Pit following the
100-year flood. Representation of the of the flood within the Pit area is limited. Inundation and
flow paths in the Pit were not a focus of this study.
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1.0 Introduction
The Truckee River Flood Management Authority (TRFMA) is planning flood management and
mitigation projects throughout the Truckee Meadows including the Vista Narrows project on
the Truckee River through the Vista Narrows reach. Part of the planning process for the
proposed Vista Narrows project is understanding the potential impacts to the Truckee River
downstream of the proposed Vista Narrows project.
In this study J-U-B specifically evaluates the Pre-Project and Post-Project incremental change in
flow routing through Wadsworth associated with the implementation of the Vista Narrow
project. Wadsworth is a census-designated place (CDP) in Washoe County, Nevada,
approximately 27 miles east of Reno. A detailed two-dimensional HEC-RAS model was created
using version 6.0.0 Beta 2 to supplement the existing 1-D model of the Lower Truckee River. A
map of the modeled structures (see Figure 1) and areas of interest are included in Appendix A.
The analysis used bridge model geometry and parameters from the one-dimensional (1-D) HECRAS model representing the Truckee Lower Reach developed by HDR in 2020 (HDR Model).

Figure 1- Map Model Domain and 2-D Structures
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2.0 Inflow Hydrograph
The Wadsworth 2-D Flood Impacts Analysis used the Pre-Project and Post-Project 100-year
flood event (100-year flood) hydrograph extracted from the Vista Narrows 1-D hydraulic model
plans (DEC 2019) titled:
•
•

“100yr PreProject HYDR V2W”
“100yr PostProject HYDR V2W”

The cross-section hydrograph extraction location from the 1-D model is described in Table 1.
Table 1: Flow Hydrograph Extraction Location in 1-D Model

River
Lower Truckee

Reach
Derby to Wads

RS
144223.1

The upstream 2-D flow area perimeter and boundary condition specified in the Wadsworth 2-D
model are coincident with the hydrograph extraction location from the Vista Narrows model.
The Pre-Project and Post-Project inflow hydrographs are plotted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2- 100-Year Pre-Project and Post-Project Hydrographs Extracted from 1-D Model RS 144223.1

The peak flows observed in the Pre-Project and Post-Project inflow hydrographs are 20,121.3
cfs and 22,477.7 cfs respectively. The duration of increased peak flow in the Post-Project
condition is less than 24 hours during the 100-year flood. Previous studies have shown that
smaller recurrence interval flood events along the Lower Truckee River (including Wadsworth)
result in smaller peak flow differences for shorter durations.
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3.0 Hydraulic Modeling Methodology
The 2-D Wadsworth model was created using HEC-RAS version 6.0.0 Beta 2. The model used
bridge geometry and parameters from the 1-D HDR model. The 2-D Wadsworth model
development process is described in detail in this section.

3.1 Terrain
The model uses terrain from the latest TRFMA modeling effort performed by HDR, which is
based on various datasets documented in the “Truckee River Lower Reach Modeling Memo,”
created by HDR in October 2020 (HDR 2020). The terrain required refinement and correction to
what appeared to be terrain stitching errors present in the HDR Model terrain. Although the
terrain present in the HDR Model covered most of the area required for this analysis, the
terrain in the left overbank required supplementation to allow termination of the model along
a boundary perpendicular to flow. This area was supplemented with 2010 Towill terrain and is
used in the downstream end of the model in the overbank area as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3- Model Area Using Supplemented Terrain (Cyan), Downstream HDR Terrain Extents (Pink), and Downstream 2-D Model
Boundary (Black)
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3.1.1 Terrain Modifications
The combined model terrain required minor modifications at the following locations:
•
•
•

I-80 Eastbound and Westbound culvert adjacent to left floodplain
o Removed bridge deck terrain along culvert alignment to approximate existing
culvert.
HWY 427 right abutment
o Corrected triangulation issues in terrain.
East diversion channel west of Hill Ranch Road
o Corrected irregularity in terrain likely due to terrain stitching issues.

Terrain modifications were completed using a combination of cross section interpolation
surface replacement and the newer terrain modification layer method in RAS Mapper.
Images for each location before and after terrain modifications are shown in Figure 4, Figure 5,
and Figure 6.

Figure 4- I-80 Eastbound and Westbound Existing Bridge Deck Terrain (Left) vs. Culvert Approximation (Right)
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Figure 5- HWY 427 Right Abutment Triangulation Issue (Left) vs. Correction (Right)

Figure 6- East Diversion Channel Stitching Issue (Left) vs. Revision (Right)

3.2 Unsteady Flow Data
In each model, unsteady flow data consists of a single upstream flow hydrograph and four
downstream normal depth boundary conditions. The normal depth downstream boundary
conditions are the same in the Pre-Project and Post-Project models.
3.2.1 Upstream Flow Hydrograph
The upstream boundary condition is a flow hydrograph boundary condition aligned with the 1D cross section from which the Pre-Project and Post-Project hydrographs were extracted in the
Vista Narrows model. Each hydrograph uses a five minute time interval.
The energy grade line slope for distributing flow along the flow hydrograph boundary condition
line was estimated as 0.002 ft/ft through multiple iterations of measuring the bed slope. This
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was validated by the energy grade line slope of 0.002 ft/ft at a nearby cross section in the HDR
Model.
3.2.2 Downstream Normal Depth
The model terminates at a relatively wide reach of the Truckee River. Furthermore, the
confluence of the east diversion channel with the Truckee River is located near the downstream
end of the model. Four separate normal depth boundary conditions were specified along the
downstream extent of the model to represent the complexity of hydraulics where the model
terminates, and each are detailed in Table 2. Each normal depth friction slope was estimated
through multiple iterations.
Table 2: Estimated Friction Slope for Each Normal Depth Boundary Condition

Estimated Friction Slope for Normal Depth Boundary Conditions
Boundary Condition Name
Representative Location
Friction Slope (ft/ft)
DSNormalDepth_Left
Spanning Two Small Ditches in Left
0.0015
Floodplain
DSNormalDepth_Main
Main Channel and Adjacent Left
0.0021
Floodplain
DSNormalDepth_Right1
Right Floodplain Adjacent to Main
0.0031
Channel
DSNormalDepth_Right2
Spanning Three Ditches Channels in
0.0013
Right Floodplain

Boundary condition lines were extended beyond the anticipated maximum inundation
boundaries to ensure that overbank flow was modeled accurately and without artificial
constraint. All model results show flow within the extents of the upstream and downstream
boundary conditions.

3.3 Geometry
The final model geometry was refined iteratively by reviewing the model response to geometry
updates. Many updates were completed prior to the inclusion of bridges and culverts. The HECRAS geometry creation process required final enforcement of breaklines, refinement regions,
and other adjustment to cell orientation or the 2-D flow area perimeter in the model prior to
adding bridges or culverts due to a bug in the HEC-RAS 6.0.0 Beta 2, described in Section 7.0.
3.3.1 2-D Flow Area
A single 2-D flow area was used for the analysis. The 2-D computational mesh perimeter was
drawn between the upstream and downstream boundary condition locations. The mesh
perimeter was extended on the left and right floodplain beyond where flow was anticipated
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and/or observed to ensure flow was not limited by the extents of the mesh area at any location.
Optimal cell size was iteratively determined by considering the following:
•
•
•

Desired model resolution
Model run duration
Estimated courant number based on selection of cell size and computation interval, and
anticipated maximum velocity

Adjustments to cell size and computation interval were completed following preliminary model
results. A 40-ft by 40-ft cell size was used for the default computational mesh size. Cell size and
alignment was further adjusted with features including breaklines, refinement regions, and
manual edits.
3.3.2 Breaklines
Breaklines were specified in many locations in the hydraulically complex Wadsworth model
domain as described below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Left and right overbanks, often with multiple layers of breaklines to represent lower and
higher flow features
Irrigation ditch berms
Islands interior to the Truckee River channel
Apparent levees or berms
Small channel centerlines
In-stream banks/berms
High ground protecting the Pit
Bridge and weir centerlines

A total of 55 non-bridge breaklines, 5 bridge breaklines, and 6 weir-with-culvert breaklines
were specified in the final Wadsworth 2-D model. Breakline alignment and cell spacing was
iteratively adjusted and delineated in the model. Generally, the minimum cell size specified
ranged from 10 to 25 feet for non-bridge breaklines, while the maximum cell size was set equal
to 40 feet. Additional layers of cells along the breaklines were primarily used along bridge and
weir centerlines, with the additional specification at critical locations that required higher
resolution of cells. Figure 7 shows the mesh organization along the HWY 427 and Wadsworth
Railroad bridge breaklines resulting from the use of additional layers of cells.
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Figure 7- HWY 427 and Wadsworth Bridge Breakline Cell Organization

Care was taken to iteratively align non-bridge breaklines, bridge breaklines, and refinement
regions without conflict, which was especially important since cells could not be modified after
the addition of bridges (see Limitations Section).
3.3.3 N-values
N-values were estimated and interpreted based on the Manning’s n for Channels table (Chow
1959). Typical roughness areas within the model domain were delineated in AutoCAD Civil 3D
by reviewing aerial imagery and drawing representative boundaries. Delineated roughness
areas were imported to RAS Mapper as a land cover layer, and associated to the 2-D model
geometry. N-value boundaries were often delineated outside of the Truckee River channel and
other areas, which allowed the model to default to the base n-value equal to 0.035 in those
areas. The 2-D flow area used a base n-value equal to 0.035. The east diversion channel relied
on 2-D area Manning’s n override regions equal to 0.035 for the full alignment of the channel.
Override regions are used to override n-values specified in the land cover layer. Buildings were
represented with increased roughness, not terrain.
A limited comparison was completed for n-values used in the 1-D HDR model and n-values
specified in the 2-D Wadsworth model. The comparison was completed for internal bridge cross
section for bridge structures along the Truckee River and other areas represented in both
models. Both the HDR model and 2-D Wadsworth model used n-values with similar magnitudes,
except for the elevated n-values specified for buildings in the 2-D Wadsworth model. However,
the 2-D Wadsworth model n-value delineation generally included increased spatial and numeric
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variation for n-values. Internal bridge cross sections in the HDR model appear to share n-values
with nearby cross sections, while 2-D Wadsworth internal bridge cross sections include
resolution on bridge specific features. Examples of these features represented by n-value input
in the 2-D Wadsworth model include the roughness of concrete and vegetation at each
respective bridge cross section.
3.3.3.1 Representation of Buildings
Buildings can generally be represented with either terrain or elevated n-values in 2-D HEC-RAS
models. The Wadsworth 2-D model represents buildings with elevated n-values within detailed
outlines of buildings and other flow obstructing structures. Buildings were represented with
elevated n-values instead of terrain for the following reasons:
•
•

Allows partial conveyance of flow under and through mobile homes
Cell size flexibility and reduced runtime

Table 3 summarizes the rationale for representing buildings with elevated n-values.
Table 3: Rationale for Respresentation of Buildings with Elevated N-Values

Rationale for Representing Buildings with Elevated N-Values
Disadvantages of Modeling Buildings with Terrain

Advantages of Using Elevated N-Values

Requires creation of building terrain which is not
already available
Would require very small cell sizes to represent small
houses and trailers in the model domain.

Requires the creation of shapefiles, identical to n-value
delineation process described above.
Requires lower magnitude of cell size reduction.

Requires very small computation interval to maintain
model stability, likely resulting in very long run times.

Able to retain original computation interval without
further reduction.

Building terrain does not allow partial conveyance. It
is either all or none depending on cell face
positioning.

Allows partial conveyance of flow, which can roughly
represent ineffective flow through windows, basement,
etc.

Partial conveyance of flow can roughly represent ineffective flow through windows, basements,
and other semi-permeable features. The cell size in areas with elevated n-values is more flexible
than if represented with terrain, due to complications with model cell size and orientation.
The n-value value used to represent buildings was iteratively determined by calculating nvalues based on a 5.0, 1.0, and 0.5 percent conveyance of flow relative to a base flow
conveyance (100 percent) corresponding to an n-value equal to 0.035. Table 4 summarizes the
iterative calculation of elevated n-values.
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Table 4: Iterative Calculation of Elevated N-Values

Iterative Calculation of Elevated N-Values
Flow Conveyance (percent)
N-Value
100
0.035
5.0
0.7
1.0
3.5
0.5
7.0

An n-value equal to 7.0 corresponding to a 99.5 percent reduction (0.5 percent conveyance)
was selected after reviewing velocity with particle tracing near buildings associated with
elevated n-values. The 99.5 percent reduction generally allowed for flow velocities less than 1.0
ft/s under the mobile homes. The 5.0 percent and 1.0 percent flow conveyance n-values
resulted in velocities through buildings that appeared to be too high. An example of velocity
with particle tracing in the Conestoga 55 Plus Mobile Home Park resulting from the use of nvalues equal to 7.0 for buildings is shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Figure 8- Maximum Velocity with Particle Tracing with Elevated N-Values for Structures
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Figure 9- Closer View of Maximum Velocity with Particle Tracing

The typical roughness classifications including elevated building n-values used in the model are
shown in Table 5.
Table 5: N-values Used in the 2-D Wadsworth Model.

Description
Roughness- Erosion Control
Roughness-Riparian - Light
Roughness-Developed - Light
Roughness-Field 2 – Sagebrush
Roughness-Riparian -Heavy
Roughness-Developed – Heavy
Roughness-Field 1
Buildings

N-Value
0.055
0.055
0.045
0.05
0.08
0.08
0.04
7.0

A small spatial offset of the n-value boundaries delineated in AutoCAD Civil 3D was observed
when importing the delineated boundaries to both HEC-RAS and ArcGIS. This shift was likely a
result of aerial imagery using different coordinate reference systems between the different
programs, and was adjusted in AutoCAD Civil 3D to approximately match the aerial imagery in
ArcGIS and HEC-RAS. The delineated n-value boundaries with the inclusion of elevated n-values
for structures are shown in Figure 10. The corresponding classification key is shown in Figure
11.
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Figure 10- Delineated N-Value Boundaries with the Inculsion of Elevated N-Values for Structures
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Figure 11- Delineated N-Value Boundary Classification Key

3.3.4 Refinement Regions
Refinement regions were included in most areas with elevated n-values for buildings to
increase the resolution of flood routing characteristics. Refinement regions were not specified
in areas with buildings that already used breaklines or had minimal inundation. Refinement
regions were used to specify 15 feet by 15 feet cells in areas with buildings, while
simultaneously using the refinement region perimeter for its breakline properties. The
perimeter spacing and cell spacing at the interface between the refinement region and
unmodified cells was set to 15 feet and 25 feet respectively, and used an additional layer of
smaller cells along the perimeter. An example of the refinement regions specified is shown in
Big Bend Ranch in Figure 12.

Figure 12- Refinement Regions (Red Perimeter) in Big Bend Ranch
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3.3.5 Manual Edits to 2-D Cells
The close proximity of breaklines, bridge breaklines, and refinement regions required the
iterative process of manually editing cells between these features. Cells were also edited
manually to correct errors with cells in the 2-D flow area.
3.3.6 2-D Bridge Geometry
The geometries of the bridges in the 2-D model were taken directly from the 1-D HDR Model
bridge geometries, and only slightly modified as required. Each of the five bridges along the
Truckee River were modeled as 2-D bridges (internal to the 2-D flow area) in storage area/2-D
area connections and were named as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

I-80_East
I-80_West
HWY 427
Wads_RR_Bridge
Bridge St Bridge

3.3.6.1 Bridge Alignment
The bridge alignment for each of the five modeled bridges along the Truckee River was first
specified with breaklines along the bridge centerlines, estimated using aerial imagery and
locations of bridge abutments in the terrain. The bridge breaklines were used to decrease cell
size upstream and downstream of the bridge and the HEC-RAS function of “near repeats” was
used to cleanly extend the area in which cell size was reduced. After enforcing all bridge
breaklines, they were converted to SA/2-D area connections.
3.3.6.2 Bridge Coordinate Extraction and Adjustment
Before extracting any bridge coordinates from the 1-D HDR model, the skew for each bridge
was changed from 30 to zero degrees. This first step was necessary to accurately represent
each bridge opening. Bridge skew is a 1-D model feature that scales down the horizontal bridge
opening size to account for flow that is not perpendicular to the bridge. The HEC-RAS 6.0 2-D
Modeling Users Manual states that bridges inside 2-D flow areas “allow for modeling of highly
skewed bridges with no special options for bridge skew required” (USACE 2020). Bridge
coordinates, including station-elevation data for the low-chord, high-chord, sloping abutment,
and piers for each bridge, deck width, and weir coefficients were copied into an excel
spreadsheet.
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High-chord and low-chord elevations were not adjusted, while the upstream and downstream
bridge coordinate stations were adjusted separately and uniformly. An upstream and
downstream adjustment factor was iteratively determined for each bridge by identifying
reference points present in both the HDR model and Wadsworth 2-D model. Iterations of
adjustments were completed until the required station offset resulted in the most likely fit of
the bridge coordinates within the terrain profile. Pier and sloping abutment data used the same
adjustment factors determined for the low-chord and high-chord. Figure 13 shows an example
of the station-adjusted bridge coordinates for the I-80 westbound bridge.

Figure 13- I-80_West Station-Adjusted Bridge Coordinates in Wadsworth 2-D Model

3.3.6.3 Bridge Modeling Approach
The bridge modeling approach in each 2-D bridge object was copied from the HDR Model.
Throughout the development process of the Wadsworth 2-D model, bridges that experienced
WSEs greater than the low-chord elevations were adjusted to use pressure flow equations for
high flow. The momentum low flow method was also included for each modeled bridge.
Hydraulic Tabulation (HTab) parameters were specified according to Table 6. The head water
maximum elevation for each bridge was set equal to the maximum high-chord elevation. The
initial selection was validated by confirming that the WSE results from the model upstream of
each bridge was less than specified for the head water maximum elevation.
Table 6: HTab Parameters for 2-D Bridges

HTab Parameters for 2-D Bridges
Parameter
Number of points on free flow curve
Number of submerged curves
Number of points on each submerged curve

Value
80
60
30
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3.3.6.4 External and Internal Bridge Cross-Section N-values
Each modeled 2-D bridge required the specification of n-values for the following bridge cross
sections:
•
•
•
•

Upstream Outside
Upstream Inside
Downstream Inside
Downstream Outside

These cross sections are used by the storage area/2-D area connections (2-D bridge objects) to
evaluate hydraulic routing through and over each bridge. Horizontally varied n-values were
estimated and specified separately for each of the four bridge cross sections for each of the five
bridges using aerial imagery. The bridge cross section n-values were specified relative to the
maximum Post-Project WSE observed near each bridge. The outermost specified n-values in
each cross section were intended to represent the modeled flows, and may not be appropriate
for modeling larger storm events.
3.3.6.5 Bridge Ineffective Regions
Bridge ineffective regions for each bridge were estimated at a 1:1 (parallel to perpendicular of
flow) convergence from the upstream outside to the upstream inside cross section at the left
and right abutment. From the downstream inside to downstream outside cross section, a 3:1
(parallel to perpendicular of flow) divergence rate for bridge ineffective regions was used. The
elevation of ineffective flow was set to the maximum high-chord elevation for each bridge.
3.3.7 2-D Weir and Culvert Geometry
The east diversion channel and floodplain was identified to be an integral part of accurately
representing flood routing in the Wadsworth area. The preliminary model did not include
culverts to connect the smaller diversion channel between areas where the bridge deck terrain
obstructs and impounds flow. Conveyance of water through and over the bridge deck terrain
was modeled using weirs and culverts in storage area/2-D area connections at the locations
summarized in Table 7.
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Table 7: Locations of Weir and Culvert Structures

Locations of Weir and Culvert Model Features
Weir and Culvert Name in Model
Description
First structure at beginning of diversion channel, just
Div_Start
upstream of HWY 427 bridge
Lincoln_HWY
Diversion channel crossing at Lincoln Highway
Diversion channel crossing at Marion Street/Cemetery
Cemetery_Ln_Culvert
Lane
Border St Bridge
Diversion channel crossing at Border Street
Cemex-Paiute Bridge
Diversion channel crossing northwest of Cemex-Paiute
Northern Pit channel crossing connecting Pit channel
Pit_Eff
to Truckee River

Just as with the five modeled bridges, the weirs and culverts were first created by adding
breaklines along the crossing/bridge deck centerline. Breaklines were enforced to create an
organized mesh and were then converted to storage area/2-D area connections.
3.3.7.1 Weir/Embankment
Since limited data was available on appurtenant structures along the east diversion channel,
the weir with culvert option was preferred since the crossing deck was represented in the
terrain. Weir profiles were cut from terrain for each crossing, where a weir width less than or
equal to the anticipated deck width was specified. The normal 2-D equation domain overflow
computation method was selected; the weir equations were not used for structures along the
diversion channel.
3.3.7.2 Culvert
A single culvert was added to each weir object, with the exception of the Cemex-Paiute Bridge
which included two culverts in parallel. Culvert parameters were copied from the Vista Narrows
model for the structures corresponding to Cemex-Paiute Bridge and Border St Bridge, while the
channel left culvert at the Cemex-Paiute Bridge was added based on its apparent existence in
aerial imagery. Culvert parameters for the Lincoln_HWY bridge were copied from the HDR
model. Weirs and culverts with limited data shared neighboring structure parameters and were
assumed as required. Collection of additional culvert data may be an area for model refinement
in the future, although it is not likely that additional adjustments to modeled culverts would
have a significant impact on results. Culvert n-values equal to 0.013 were increased to 0.015 to
account for anticipated sediment and debris accumulation.
Culverts for each bridge were aligned between local low points in the diversion channel on
either side of the crossing deck. Upstream and downstream invert elevations were estimated as
the greatest elevation along the influent and effluent ends of the culvert. An example of a
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typical weir and culvert structure in the Wadsworth 2-D model is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14- Typical Weir and Culvert Structure at Border Street Bridge

3.4 Unsteady Computation Options and Tolerances
A computation interval of two seconds was used, which results in a model runtime of
approximately eight hours. Each model was carefully checked for compliant Courant conditions
and other model stability indicators.
12 hours of initial conditions time with a 0.5 ramp up fraction was specified for each model.
Each model used the Diffusion Wave equation set. The Full Momentum equation set was
preliminarily tested and showed increases in inundation extents, but resulted in significantly
longer run times.
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4.0 2-D Model Results
The incremental change in hydraulic impacts from Pre-Project to Post-Project conditions was
analyzed primarily with the following model outputs:
•
•
•
•
•

Maximum inundation boundaries
Maximum depth
Maximum water-surface elevation
*Maximum velocity
*Maximum depth times velocity

Maximum results associated with an asterisk (*Maximum) in the list above correspond to
results at 04JAN2010 07:00 in both the Pre-Project and Post-Project models for all results
presented herein. The time of peak in the Pre-Project and Post-Project hydrograph occurred at
04JAN2010 05:40 and 04JAN2010 04:55 respectively. However, the maximum inundation
appeared to correspond to 04JAN2010 07:00 for both models. The time at maximum for Bridge
Street Bridge occurred at 04JAN2010 07:00 for Pre-Project and Post-Project conditions, further
supporting the use of this time for maximum velocity related results. The standard maximum
output in HEC-RAS was not used for results associated with velocity since it was returning
anomalously high velocity results not observed throughout the entire simulation time for each
model. Depth times velocity values greater than or equal to 7.0 ft2/s were considered
hazardous with a significant potential for loss of life in this study.
Maximum inundation boundary comparisons are provided in Appendix B. The following
sections include the analysis of incremental hydraulic impacts and anticipated levels of impact
for specific areas in the Wadsworth model domain.
Analysis of incremental hydraulic impacts were subdivided by general areas associated with
representative streets or neighborhood names and grouped into a low or high relative impact
level. Areas of interest analyzed in this study are shown in Figure 15 and Appendix A-2.
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Figure 15- Areas of Interest Map
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4.1 Areas with Lower Relative Impact
4.1.1 Big Bend Ranch
Houses, mobile homes, and structures in and near Big Bend Ranch are protected by the
elevated road and berm along the right overbank of the Truckee River for both Pre-Project and
Post-Project conditions. The average reduction in freeboard in the area was approximately
seven inches due to the Project, leaving a minimum of about two feet of freeboard along the
bank. Maximum inundation boundaries for Pre-Project and Post-Project conditions in this area
are shown in Sheet 2 and Sheet 6 of Appendix B.
4.1.2 Southwest Floodplain
The houses and structures in the Southwest Floodplain (see Figure A-2 in Appendix A) in the
Wadsworth model domain experience a small increase in flooding impacts from the Project.
Inundation extents expand slightly in the area due to the Project, but are estimated to be 30
feet away from homes. The dirt access road to the houses shown is newly inundated up to a
maximum depth equal to 0.65 foot in the Post-Project condition, while no inundation along the
road occurs in the Pre-Project condition. Although a detailed emergency access evaluation was
not part of this analysis, this road does not appear to be the only access route for these
structures. Maximum inundation boundaries for Pre-Project and Post-Project conditions in this
area are shown in Sheet 2 and Sheet 6 of Appendix B.
4.1.3 Herman Avenue
No inundation is observed along Herman Avenue and Lower Street in Pre-Project or PostProject conditions. The Wadsworth Justice Court and the Wadsworth Post Office are the only
known critical infrastructure in the model domain and are protected during each of the
modeled scenarios. Newly inundated structures to the south of Herman Avenue are limited to
approximately one property at a depth of less than one foot. Maximum inundation boundaries
for Pre-Project and Post-Project conditions in this area are shown in Sheet 7 of Appendix B.
4.1.4 Virginia Street
The structures along Virginia Street are not impacted as a result of the increased flows from the
Project. Additionally, structures on the northeast corner of Virginia Street and Ackley Avenue
are protected for both modeled scenarios. A minimal increase in inundation extents are shown
in these areas, with no newly inundated structures. Maximum inundation boundaries for PreProject and Post-Project conditions in this area are shown in Sheet 3 of Appendix B.
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4.1.5 James Ranch Road
Properties at the end and to the north of James Ranch Road on the west side of the Truckee
River are protected during Pre-Project and Post-Project conditions. Maximum inundation
boundaries for Pre-Project and Post-Project conditions in this area are shown in Sheet 4 and
Sheet 5 of Appendix B.
4.1.6 Border Street
Border Street and the surrounding structures have minimal incremental increase in hydraulic
impacts associated with the inclusion of the Project. A single house on the west side of the
diversion channel and just south of Border Street is fully inundated in Post-Project conditions,
however the maximum depth times velocity near the house is less than 0.5 ft2/s and often close
to zero. Depth is less than one foot and velocity is less than one ft/s in the vicinity of this
structure. Several structures to the north of Border Street appear to be inundated in both
modeled scenarios. An increase in flood extents is observed near the house to the north of
Border Street, while remaining approximately 30 feet away from the house in the Post-Project
condition. Maximum inundation boundaries for Pre-Project and Post-Project conditions in this
area are shown in Sheet 8 of Appendix B.
4.1.7 Lincoln Highway
Structures just south of the intersection of Border Street with Lincoln Highway have a minimal
incremental increase in hydraulic impacts associated with the Project. Increased inundation in
the vicinity of structures are associated with depth times velocity results less than 1 ft2/s.
Maximum inundation boundaries for Pre-Project and Post-Project conditions in this area are
shown in Sheet 3 of Appendix B.
4.1.8 West Truckee River Ranch Road
Structures associated with West Truckee River Ranch Road include structures on the left
overbank of the Truckee River near the Pit to the downstream end of the model domain. No
structures are anticipated to be newly inundated in Post-Project conditions. Minor increases in
inundation extents and other hydraulic impacts are typically limited to depth times velocity
values less than 0.5 ft2/s in the vicinity of structures, with the exception of structures in close
proximity to the main channel. Maximum inundation boundaries for Pre-Project and PostProject conditions in this area are shown in Sheet 9 of Appendix B.
4.1.9 Hill Ranch Road
There is an isolated location south of Border Street where Hill Ranch Road overtops in both PrePage 28
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Project and Post-Project conditions, with only minor incremental increase in flooding extents
and impacts expected in Post-Project conditions. This portion of Hill Ranch Road is unlikely to
be a critical evacuation route. Maximum depth and velocity results near the large structure on
the west side of Hill Ranch Road are less than one foot and one ft/s respectively in both
modeled scenarios. The maximum depth times velocity in the Post-Project condition is less than
0.5 ft2/s near the structure. Maximum inundation boundaries for Pre-Project and Post-Project
conditions in this area are shown in Sheet 3 and Sheet 4 of Appendix B.
4.1.10 Cemex-Paiute Pit
The large, recessed mining Pit is inundated in both Pre-Project and Post-Project conditions. The
Pit is hydraulically connected with the remainder of the model domain in two specific locations:
•
•

The Pit Effluent culvert tie-in to the Truckee River on the north side of the Pit
The Cemex-Paiute east-west roadway alignment on the east side of the Pit

The effluent culvert allows flow from the Truckee River to backwater into the adjacent ditch
during the rising limb and allows limited drainage of the Pit during the receding limb.
The Cemex-Paiute dirt road, which crosses the east diversion channel, appears to be sloped
towards the Pit. There is about a two feet local depression in the roadway alignment that
allows a significant amount of flow to overtop the roadway. The overtopping flow eventually
spills into the Pit at this location in higher flows.
It is important to note that aside from the Pit effluent culvert that ties into the Truckee River,
none of the appurtenant structures in the Pit were modeled. The resolution of the Wadsworth
2-D model is not appropriate to accurately represent flow routing in the Pit.
Maximum inundation boundaries for Pre-Project and Post-Project conditions in this area are
shown in Sheet 4 and Sheet 5 of Appendix B.
4.1.11 Wadsworth Railroad Bridge
Although the Wadsworth Railroad bridge is located near study areas with relatively high
impacts, the maximum 100-year flood stages are approximately 10 feet below the low chord
and flow has minimal interaction with the left and right abutments.

4.2 Areas with Higher Relative Impact
The highest apparent increase in flood impacts associated with the Project appear to be
centralized on the east of the Truckee River at the flow split between the Truckee River and the
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east diversion channel. The impacts were analyzed for three specific areas therein:
•
•
•

Conestoga 55 Plus Mobile Home Park (bottom of image in Figure 16)
Structures Along Marion Street to Cemetery Lane (top right of image in Figure 16)
Bridge Street Bridge and Nearby Structures (top left of image in Figure 16)

Maximum inundation boundaries for Pre-Project and Post-Project conditions in these areas are
shown in Sheet 8 of Appendix B.

Figure 16- Central Area of Relatively High Incremental Increase in Hydraulic Impacts (Pre: Blue, Post: Red)

An additional analysis was completed for the Highway 427 bridge.
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4.2.1 Conestoga 55 Plus Mobile Home Park
The Conestoga 55 Plus Mobile Home Park experiences one of the highest incremental increases
in adverse flooding impacts associated with the Project. It appears that at least five houses are
newly inundated in the Post-Project conditions as shown in Figure 17. Profile lines with station
markers (major = 50-feet, minor = 10-feet) along Quail Run Avenue (lower profile line) and
Conestoga Avenue (upper profile line) are also shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17- Pre-Project (Blue) and Post-Project (Red) Maximum Inundation Boundaries in Conestoga Mobile Home Park

The profile lines following each of the two major streets in Conestoga Mobile Home Park were
used to help quantify the incremental impacts associated with the Project. Maximum depth
times velocity for each profile line are shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19.
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Figure 18- Pre-Project (Light Blue) and Post-Project (Dark Blue) Maximum Depth Times Velocity Along Quail Run Avenue

Figure 19- Pre-Project and Post-Project Maximum Depth Times Velocity Along Conestoga Avenue

Although a significant increase in inundation extent occurs in the area, depth times velocity
results are less than seven ft2/s in the vicinity of homes for each modeled scenario. Values
greater than or equal to seven ft2/s are considered to be hazardous in this study. The PreProject and Post-Project maximum depth times velocity results are shown in Figure 20 and
Figure 21 respectively.
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Figure 20- Pre-Project Maximum Depth Times Velocity in Conestoga Mobile Home Park

Figure 21- Post-Project Maximum Depth Times Velocity in Conestoga Mobile Home Park

The increased flow associated with the Project results in higher velocity concentrated flow
between houses. The Pre-Project and Post-Project maximum velocity results with one foot per
second contours are shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23 respectively.
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Figure 22- Pre-Project Maximum Velocity with 1 ft/s Contours

Figure 23- Post-Project Maximum Velocity with 1 ft/s Contours
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4.2.2 Marion Street to Cemetery Lane
New structures along Marion Street and Cemetery Lane experience flooding impacts associated
with the Project. Approximately five structures in the area are newly inundated, while others
show limited increases in flooding impacts. The Pre-Project (blue) and Post-Project (red)
maximum inundation boundaries are shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24- Pre-Project (Blue) and Post-Project (Red) Maximum Inundation Boundaries

The profile line (shown in Figure 24) spanning from Marion Street to Cemetery Lane was used
to compare the maximum depth times velocity results for both Pre-Project and Post-Project
conditions, shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25- Pre-Project (Light Blue) and Post-Project (Dark Blue) Depth Times Velocity From Marion Street to Cemetery Lane

Similar to results observed in the Conestoga Mobile Home Park, depth times velocity values are
typically less than seven ft2/s (yellow colored areas in Figure 26 and Figure 27) near homes for
each modeled scenario. In both Pre-Project and Post-Project conditions, the results indicate
that the diversion channel capacity is not capable of conveying large storm flows. Hazardous
flood waters (indicated by depth times velocity results greater than or equal to seven ft2/s)
travel far outside the diversion channel in both modeled scenarios. The Pre-Project and PostProject maximum depth times velocity results are shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27
respectively.
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Figure 26- Pre-Project Maximum Depth Times Velocity

Figure 27- Post-Project Maximum Depth Times Velocity
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The greater peak flow associated with the Project results in more areas with higher velocity
flow. The Pre-Project and Post-Project maximum velocity results with one foot per second
contours are shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29 respectively.

Figure 28- Pre-Project Maximum Velocity with 1 ft/s Contours

Figure 29- Post-Project Maximum Velocity with 1 ft/s Contours
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4.2.3 Bridge Street Bridge
A relatively large incremental increase in flooding extents are observed for structures located
near Bridge Street Bridge, as shown in Figure 30. Post-Project maximum inundation boundaries
show flood waters in close proximity to multiple structures, while other properties closer to the
bridge are either partially or fully inundated.

Figure 30- Pre-Project (Blue) and Post-Project (Red) Maximum Inundation Boundaries Near Bridge Street Bridge

Bridge Street Bridge is the first of two bridges modeled along the Truckee River that has either
a fully or partially submerged low chord in each modeled scenario. The Highway 427 bridge is
the second bridge with a fully or partially submerged low chord. Removal of the bridges and the
total impact to WSEs due to the bridges were not examined in this study.
Low chord elevations along the bridge were compared with the maximum stage headwater
(HW) to quantify the amount of flow Bridge Street Bridge is obstructing and is summarized in
Table 8.
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Table 8: Bridge Street Bridge Flow Obstruction Analysis
Result Type
Bridge
Geometry
Pre-Project

PostProject
Post Minus
Pre

Output

Bridge Street Bridge Analysis

Low Chord Elev (ft)
Max Stage HW (ft)
Stage HW Minus LowChord at Location (ft)
Flow (cfs)
Max Stage HW (ft)
Stage HW Minus LowChord at Location (ft)
Flow (cfs)
Max Stage HW (ft)
Flow (cfs)

Left Abutment
4063.6
Left Abutment
-0.8
Left Abutment
0.1

Value
Minimum Low-Chord
4061.1
4062.8
Minimum Low-Chord
1.8
18532
4063.7
Minimum Low-Chord
2.6
19263
0.8
731

Right Abutment
4063.6
Right Abutment
-0.8
Right Abutment
0.1

The Pre-Project model predicts partial inundation of the bridge low-chord, while the PostProject model predicts a fully inundated low-chord. The limited interaction of flow with the low
chord in each modeled scenario is not anticipated to be causing the relatively high increase in
incremental flood impacts in the area. For reference, the increase in flow through the bridge
from Pre-Project to Post-Project conditions is approximately 731 cfs.
The maximum WSE, velocity, and depth times velocity results for Pre-Project and Post-Project
conditions are plotted along the profile line just upstream of Bridge Street Bridge in Figure 31,
Figure 32, and Figure 34 respectively. As summarized in Table 8, the WSE upstream of the
bridge increases approximately 0.8 feet with the Project.

Figure 31- Pre-Project (Light Blue) and Post-Project (Dark Blue) Maximum WSE Along Bridge Street Bridge
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Figure 32- Pre-Project (Light Blue) and Post-Project (Dark Blue) Maximum Velocity Along Bridge Street Bridge

The Pre-Project model predicts higher velocity flow in the main channel and lower velocity flow
in the ROB than observed in Post-Project conditions. A maximum increase in velocity of
approximately 2.5 feet per second was observed in the ROB near station 240. The higher
velocity occurs near several structures, which may impose an increased hazard. The Bridge
Street Bridge profile line with model terrain, 0.1 foot contours, and aerial imagery is shown in
Figure 33. In the Post-Project condition, Bridge Street Bridge transitions to fully submerged flow
and requires more water to go around the elevated right abutment (station 225).
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Figure 33- Bridge Street Bridge Profile Line (Pink), Terrain with 0.1 Foot Contours, and Aerial Imagery

Figure 34- Pre-Project (Light Blue) and Post-Project (Dark Blue) Maximum Depth Times Velocity Along Bridge Street Bridge
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Figure 35 is provided to emphasize the difference in depth times velocity results along Bridge
Street in the vicinity of houses. The Post-Project model predicts depth times velocity results
greater than seven ft2/s in the ROB from station 235 to station 250. The limited capacity of the
channel and bridge in this area results in additional flow in the ROB for Post-Project conditions.

Figure 35- Pre-Project (Light Blue) and Post-Project (Dark Blue) Maximum Depth Times Velocity Along ROB

Depth times velocity results greater than or equal to seven fts/s (yellow) are observed near
structures in Post-Project conditions and increase relative to Pre-Project conditions as shown in
Figure 36 and Figure 37.
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Figure 36- Pre-Project Maximum Depth Times Velocity Near Bridge Street Bridge

Figure 37- Post-Project Maximum Depth Times Velocity Near Bridge Street Bridge

The increased flow associated with the Project results in more areas with higher velocity flow.
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The Pre-Project and Post-Project maximum velocity results with one foot per second contours
are shown in Figure 38 and Figure 39 respectively.

Figure 38- Pre-Project Maximum Velocity Near Bridge Street Bridge

Figure 39- Post-Project Maximum Velocity Near Bridge Street Bridge
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4.2.4 Highway 427 Bridge
An increase in backwater effect is observed upstream of the Highway 427 bridge in the PostProject condition. Flow through the bridge is partially submerged in the Pre-Project condition,
but transitions to fully submerged flow in the Post-Project condition.
Low chord elevations along the bridge were compared with the maximum stage headwater
(HW) to quantify the amount of flow the Highway 427 bridge is obstructing in each modeled
scenario, and is summarized in Table 9.
Table 9: HWY 427 Bridge Flow Obstruction Analysis
Result Type
Bridge
Geometry
Pre-Project

Post-Project
Post Minus
Pre

Highway 427 Bridge Analysis
Output
Value
Left Abutment Right Abutment
Low Chord Elev (ft)
4066.5
4065.2
Max Stage HW (ft)
4065.3
Left Abutment Right Abutment
Stage HW Minus Low-Chord at
Location (ft)
-1.2
0.1
Flow (cfs)
20022
Max Stage HW (ft)
4067.0
Left Abutment Right Abutment
Stage HW Minus Low-Chord at
Location (ft)
0.4
1.8
Flow (cfs)
22323
Max Stage HW (ft)
1.7
Flow (cfs)
2302

The Pre-Project model predicts only partial inundation of the bridge low chord, while the PostProject model predicts a fully submerged low chord. The WSE just upstream of the bridge
increases approximately 1.7 feet with the Project. Upstream of the bridge, velocity decreases
up to 0.5 ft/s in the main channel area (~station 150) and increases by about 0.3 ft/s through
the east diversion channel alignment under the bridge (~station 320) in the Post-Project
condition as shown in Figure 40.
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Figure 40- Pre-Project (Light Blue) and Post-Project (Dark Blue) Maximum Velocity Along HWY 427 Bridge

Decreased velocities were observed for approximately 4,500 feet upstream of the Highway 427
bridge (~station 6,650) along the Truckee River main channel in the Post-Project condition,
shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41- Pre-Project (Light Blue) and Post-Project (Dark Blue) Maximum Velocity Along Channel Center Upstream of HWY 427

Similarly, the increase in the backwater effect is observed for approximately 4,200 feet
upstream of the Highway 427 bridge and is shown in Figure 42 (see also Sheet 2 and Sheet 3 of
Appendix D).
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Figure 42- Pre-Project (Light Blue) and Post-Project (Dark Blue) Maximum WSE Along Channel Center Upstream of HWY 427

Structures in upstream backwatered area appear to be minimally impacted. However, the fully
submerged flow through the Highway 427 bridge may be a risk to the bridge. Separate studies
may be warranted to evaluate the risk to the bridge.
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5.0 Model Validation
The Wadsworth 2-D model Post-Project results (Figure 44) were compared to HDR Model
validation efforts, which compared HDR model results to 1997 flood event photographs (see
Figure 43). The HDR report states “the 1997 peak flow rate was very similar to the 100-year
estimate” used in their study (HDR 2020). This provides a good opportunity for a comparison of
previously utilized exhibits to measure conformance.

Figure 43- (HDR) Model Result Comparison at I-80 Bridge Near Wadsworth (From 2020 HDR Report)

Figure 44- Wadsworth 2-D Model Post-Project 100-Year Event Maximum Depth
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There is good agreement between the HDR comparison shown in Figure 43 and the Wadsworth
2-D Post-Project maximum depth results shown in Figure 44.
Additional images were prepared, included in Figure 45 through Figure 48, showing the
Wadsworth 2-D model 100-year Post-Project maximum inundation boundaries (red) compared
with the HDR Model 100-year maximum inundation boundaries (black). The following
comparisons often show good agreement between the Wadsworth 2-D model and HDR model
results, however there are some locations with significant disagreement in inundation extents.
It is important to note the difference in modeling methodology (HDR 1-D steady flow vs.
Wadsworth 2-D unsteady flow) and how it relates to the differences in results. Generally, the
comparisons prepared show good agreement between the Wadsworth 2-D model, 1-D HDR
model, and the relevant 1997 flood event photograph.

Figure 45- Wadsworth 2-D Post-Project (Red) vs. HDR Model (Black) 100-Year Flood Maximum Inundation Boundary
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Figure 46- Wadsworth 2-D Post-Project (Red) vs. HDR Model (Black) 100-Year Flood Maximum Inundation Boundary

Figure 47- Wadsworth 2-D Post-Project (Red) vs. HDR Model (Black) 100-Year Flood Maximum Inundation Boundary
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Figure 48- Wadsworth 2-D Post-Project (Red) vs. HDR Model (Black) 100-Year Flood Maximum Inundation Boundary

6.0 Conclusions
The incremental increase in hydraulic impacts from Pre-Project to Post-Project conditions were
relatively low in most locations, while greater relative impacts were primarily located near the
mobile home park area between the Truckee River and the east diversion channel. Increased
hydraulic impacts associated with the project in the vicinity of structures were typically limited
to depth times velocity results less than seven ft2/s, corresponding to a relatively low hazard
level in this study. Depth and velocity results in the Post-Project conditions were generally less
than 2.5 feet and 2.5 ft/s near structures respectively.
The purpose of the east diversion channel is not explicitly known, although it is likely related to
irrigation and mining. The diversion channel floods when it is overloaded during large flood
flows in the Truckee River. Significant flood flows are routed along the east diversion channel
alignment in each modeled scenario. The east diversion channel is unable to effectively convey
larger storm flows in each modeled scenario.
Bridge Street Bridge was observed to have the most interaction with high flows in each
modeled scenario. The bridge is located in the general area where the highest increases in
hydraulic impacts were observed. Further study may be required to quantify the level of impact
associated with the interaction of high flow with the low chord.
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The Highway 427 Bridge transitioned to fully submerged flow and results in an increased
backwater effect in the Post-Project condition. The fully submerged flow through the bridge
and associated increase in backwater effects appear to have a minimal impact on upstream
structures, however may be a risk to the bridge and may warrant separate studies to evaluate
the risk to the bridge.
The Cemex-Paiute Pit is partially inundated in both Pre-Project and Post-Project conditions.
Representation of the Pit in the model is limited to breaklines aligned with high-ground along
the perimeter of the Pit and a single culvert on the south end of the Pit that connects to the
Truckee River. The Cemex-Paiute east-west road alignment is graded towards the Pit, which
allows flow to enter the Pit. The road alignment also has a local concave terrain profile that
allows flow to concentrate and overtop the roadway. Regrading the roadway and berm along
the eastern perimeter of the Pit may reduce or eliminate inundation in the Pit.

7.0 Limitations
Below is a non-exhaustive summary of limitations of the 2-D Wadsworth models:
•

•

•
•

•

The 1-D HDR model bridge geometry and parameters were accepted for the creation of
all bridges near Wadsworth along the Truckee River and the Lincoln Highway
bridges/culverts along the east diversion channel, with only slight
modifications/adjustments as required. Bridges/culverts not represented in the HDR
model were approximated using available, nearby culvert sizing and parameter data in
the model.
The 1-D Vista Narrows model bridge geometry and parameters were accepted for the
creation of Border Street and Cemex-Paiute bridges/culverts along the east diversion
channel, with only slight modifications/adjustments as required. Bridges/culverts not
represented in the Vista Narrows model were approximated using available, nearby
culvert sizing and parameter data in the model.
Each model takes approximately eight hours to complete with the current level of
resolution included in each model.
A bug discovered in HEC-RAS version 6.0.0 Beta 2 required the final delineation of cell
and flow area configuration before the inclusion of any 2-D bridge or weir and culvert
objects. If any cells were modified after the inclusion of these objects, the model would
fail to pre-process geometry and the model simulation would fail. Multiple iterations
were required to create geometry compatible with bridge/weir objects and other critical
model features without the inclusion of bridge or weir objects.
Smaller bridges, crossings, ditches, and culverts in the modeled area were not included
since they were not anticipated to be sensitive to hydraulic results, and much beyond
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•

•
•

the resolution useful for a 2-D model of this scale.
The large Pit was represented with breaklines at high ground along the perimeter of the
Pit to prevent premature leaking of water into the Pit and a single weir with culvert at
the north end of the Pit which allows flow to travel in both directions through the
culvert. All other appurtenant structures in the Pit were not modeled, and simply
represented with 40 feet by 40 feet cells. The accuracy of results within the Pit area are
limited.
Floating debris around bridge piers was not modeled since it was not functional in HECRAS version 6.0.0 Beta 2.
No model calibration was performed.
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